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Battle over berlin hacked

Gleb Vasiliev. Berlin. May 1, 1945, Potsdamer Platz. BERLIN GERMAN DEFENSE, 1945. By WILHELM WILLEMER, OBERST a.D. WITH FOREWORD BY GENERALOBERST a.D. FRANZ HALDER FOREWORD by Generaloberst a.D. Franz Halder No cohesive, over-all plan for Berlin's defense was never really prepared. All there was was Hitler's
stubborn determination to defend the reich capital. Circumstances are such that he doesn't think of defending the city until it's too late for any kind of planning in advance. Thus the defense of the city is characterized only by improvised masses. It reveals a state of total confusion in which enemy pressure, organizational chaos on the German side, and a
catastrophic lack of human resources and materials for defense combined with catastrophic effects. The author explained this condition in a clear and accurate report that I rated very highly. He went beyond the concept of narrower planning and offered the first German account of Berlin's defenses based on thorough research. I attach great importance to
this research from a military history point of view and agree with the military opinion expressed by the author. LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS Colonel Guenther Hartung, Uetzersteig 12 - 14, Berlin-Gatow, Colonel Hartung is the leader of a circle of contributors consisting of eight former combatant colleagues living in Berlin. Their contributions have been compiled
by him and included in his name in supporting studies. Lieutenant Colonel Ulrich de Maizieres, Argelander Strasse 105, Bonn, formerly in the Army General Staff Operations Branch. Colonel Gerhard Roos, Jenaer Strasse 9, Berlin-Wilmersdorf, formerly Chief of Staff of the Castle Inspectorate. Colonel Hans-Oscar Woehlermann, Geldernstrasse 48, Koeln-
Nippes, formerly Artillery Commander of the LVI Panzer Corps. In addition to the home workers listed above, the following people include: From Army High Command Generalmajor Erich Dethlefsen, Major General Illo von Trotha, Colonel Bogislaw von Bonin, Colonel Karl W. Thilo. From the Vistula Army Group: Generaloberst Gotthard Heinrici, Colonel
Eismann. From the Replacement Army: Generalmajor Laegeler. From Deputy Headquarters, Corps III: Generalleutnant Helmut Friebe, Lieutenant Colonel Mitzkus. Commander of the Berlin Defense Region, Generalleutnant Helmuth Reymann; His artillery commander, Lieutenant Colonel Edgar Platho. From Wehrmacht Area Headquarters: Major Pritsch,
Lieutenant Colonel Karl Stamm. From the Luftwaffe: Colonel Gerhardt Trost. From Ordnance: Chief Engineer ordnance (Master Sergeant) Schmidt. From the Party: Dr. Hans Fritsche. Also consulted were the Police Commander for Berlin, Colonel Krich Duensing, and many combat veterans, from platoon leaders to regimental commanders, including leaders
volkssturm and plant protection services. CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION To Research With respect to current topics is proving very difficult. It became clear almost from the outset that no Iong-range, strategic planning for Berlin's defense had ever been carried out. On the contrary, all plans have been determined directly by the current situation. This
planning required collaboration from the most varied authorities: (1) Hitler, (2) the Army High Command, (3) the Replacement Army, (4) the Vistula Army Group, and (5) the Nazi Party, the National Defense Commissioner. The agencies responsible for carrying out the defense plan are (1) Deputy Headquarters, Corps III, [*] (2) Commanders of the Berlin
Defense Region, (3) Units of Forces from all branches of the Wehrmacht, SS, and Police, and (4) Party Organizations. [* - Each Wehrkreis, or basic military area, is under the command of the corps headquarters. During the war the headquarters went into the relief field replaced in Wehrkreis by the deputy headquarters corps. (Editor)] Thus, the author must
find people from all of the above organizations who can provide information. No other written documents or data were found, nor was any information found in the war literature later that could be considered valid source material. The only course submitted to the author is to request information from a large number of people participating in the operation.
Almost all answers are made from memory, as only a few people questioned had records they made at the time. As a result the data thus obtained must be compared and, if necessary (completed and corrected by asking for the help of other collaborators. Generalleutnant a.D. Reymann, who from March 8, 1945 to April 22, 1945 was conmander of the
Berlin Defense Area, for principle reasons preferred not to collaborate. [*] The work, therefore, must be achieved without his help. Then, at the author's personal request, General Reymann examined the manuscript for factual accuracy. The draft was also examined by Generaloberst A.D. Heinrici, a former commander of the Vistula Army Group. It is
assumed, therefore, that an acceptable level of accuracy is achieved. In terms of details the possibility of errors still exists. Some contradictions that cannot be fully clarified are indicated in the footnote. [* - A number of former German officers have refused to collaborate with the History Division while their colleagues are still imprisoned for war crimes.] To aid
evaluation, this text is accompanied by a. Chronological line of events. B. Sketch 1, showing the distribution of German troops on April 14, 1945 before the beginning of a large-scale Russian attack on the Oder. c. Sketch 2, showing the main line of attack on Russian attacks. In this study, the authors obtained an exaggerated view of the actual course of
combat operations. Because it seems desirable not to ignore knowledge so get a short account of the action included as appendicitis. SKETCH 1. DISTRIBUTION OF GERMAN TROOPS ON APRIL 14, 1945 BEFORE THE START OF THE RUSSIAN ATTACK ON THE ODER 2 SKETCH. MAIN LINE OF ATTACK CHRONOLOGICAL LINE RUSSIAN
OFFENSIVE From The Course of Events in the battle for Berlin January 31, 1945 Weak motorized Russian troops penetrated across the Oder ice around Stausberg. Berlin on alert. February - March the Oder defense was built. In early February General der Infanterie von Kortsfleisch, commander general of the Deputy Headquarters, Corps III, and at the
same time Commander of the Berlin Defense region, was relieved by General Ritter von Hauenschild. March 22, 1945 Generaloberst Heinrici takes command of the Vistula Army Group. March 29, 1945 Generaloberst Guderian, Chief of the Army General Staff, is relieved of his duties by General der Infanterie Krebs. April 12-15, 1945 Russia carried out an
initial attack to widen the Kuestrin bridgehead. April 16, 1945 Russia began a large-scale attack from the Kuestrin bridge and crossed Neisse. April 18, 1945 Counterattack by the 18th Grenadier Panzer Division was unsuccessful. The Oder and Neisse fronts collapsed. On 19 April 1945 Berlin was placed under the command of the Vistula Army Group. The
army group assigned SS Obergruppenfuehrer Steiner the task of guarding the Hohenzollern Canal and in vain requested the withdrawal of the central and right-wing Ninth Army from the Oder. The Russians pushed forward from the south to the back of the Ninth Army towards Berlin. April 20, 1945 Russia reaches Baruth from the south. To the east of Berlin a
failed counterattack by the 18th Grenadier Panzer Division and the Grenadier Nordland and Nederland Panzer Divisions. The Vistula Army group ordered all available troops to be moved from Berlin to defensive positions. Hitler decided to stay in Berlin. Russia launched a large-scale attack south of Stettin. On April 21, 1945 the Soviets reached Zossen,
Erkner, and Hopegarten. April 22, 1945 Russia reaches the Teltow Canal near Klein-Machnow from the south and suburbs in Weissensee and Pankow from the east. They crossed the Havel River north of Spandau. General Reymann was succeeded by Colonel Kaether. The Vistula Army group was excluded from command in Berlin; The city was placed
under Hitler's personal command. Hitler moved the Panzer Division of the Grenadier Nordland to Berlin. The Vistula Army group instructed Steiner to launch an aid strike. The LVI Panzer Corps received orders to proceed to Berlin, but withdrew south. April 23, 1945 Russian attacks along the Teltow Canal, against Friedrichshein, and near Tegel. Weidling
became Commander of the Defense Area and moved the LVI Panzer Corps to Berlin. The Army High Command and the Wehrmacht High Command left Berlin. Hitler ordered an attack by Twelfth Amy from the southeast, targeting Berlin. April 24, 1945 Russia crosses the Teltow Canal; Strong fighting is developing in the eastern part of the city. The Russians
advanced west from Spandau and closed Berlin from the west. Steiner's men were thrown back to their departure line after attacking with early success. April 25, 1945 The Russians broke through south of Stettin. April 24 - May 1, 1945 Berlin defenders stage a severe retardation action. April 29, 1945 The Twelfth Army reaches Beelitz - Perch.
Generaloberst Heinrici was relieved of command of the Vistula Army Group. April 30, 1945 Hitler committed suicide. The remaining elements of the Ninth Army broke into the Twelfth Army. May 1, 1945 Negotiations for surrender begin. Elements of the Berlin garrison are trying to escape. May 2, 1945 Berlin surrenders. CHAPTER 2 VARIOUS VIEWPOINTS
I. GENERAL The decision to defend Berlin to the last man is of great importance both to the troops involved and, even more, to the few million inhabitants of the city. Particular attention should be paid to the command authority that made this decision and brought it and those who sought to ward it off. Only then can one see the exaggerated picture of the plan
prepared for the defense of the city. II. HITLER For Hitler the defense of every city was important, so for him it was an earlier conclusion that the capital of the Reich would be preserved. Human considerations do not concern him. Instead, he declared on numerous occasions that the German people, if defeated, would not be worthy to survive the struggle.
The thought of his own downfall is unlikely to be absent from Hitler's mind over the past months. On the other hand, almost to the end he seems to have clung - sporadically, at least - to the hope that the shift ahead by the Western Allies might turn the tide of war. This hope is indicated by repeated statements from Fuehrer. Hitler was a stubborn supporter of
defense, especially cities. The successful defense of Leningrad and Stalingrad by Russia and Breslau by the Germans seemed to him to support his views. However, it is no longer possible at this stage of the war for the strategic concept to serve as the basis of Berlin's defense. In early February Hitler declared Berlin an enriched place. [*] Based on this
proclamation and the fact that all important decisions regarding defense measures were made by him personally, he assumed full responsibility in the battle for the capital. [*- The exact date cannot be determined from the source of the documentary. (Author)] Until Russia reaches the Oder at the end of January no provision was made for Berlin's defense,
Certain security measures taken before this time by the Wehrmacht Area Headquarters only serve to combat the internal disturbances that can be expected from the masses of foreign workers employed in and around the city. Hitler now ordered the building, supplying, and tactical distribution of the security garrison, but failed to make a general plan of
defense set out with what force Berlin would maintain. The security forces available in the city are too weak for protracted defense. In addition, the best of these forces from the point of view of combat effectiveness has been moved out of the city to the Oder. Thus the question of the strength to be used in defense depends on improvisation. Hitler told the
Commander of the Berlin Defense Region, Generalleutnant Reymann, that in terms of fighting for the capital sufficient frontline troops would be available. A plan based on such assurances naturally contains an element of great uncertainty, since it is impossible to know if troops can be brought in from the eastern front in time and under what conditions they
will be. No assurance was ever given by the Vistula Army Group that such an army could be provided. At first Berlin's defenses were located along the Oder, and efforts were made to strengthen that front as much as possible. After asking in early April what plans to consider if the Oder front collapsed, the Vistula Army Group was told that the Third Panzer
Army was to cling along the lower Oder, while the army group had to fall back with the Ninth Army to the line along the channel between Eberswalde and Havel's mouth to form the northern Kessel [*] between the lower Elbe and the Oder There was no need here to discuss the prospect of defending the extended Kessel as such. It is important to note,
however, that the army group was not ordered to include Berlin in its own defense plan or to divert troops to the city, the great southern Kessel would be formed simultaneously with it in the north. For himself, Hitler saw the possibility of retreating to the Bavarian mountain fortress. [* - As used here, Kessel (literally kettle) means defense island or all-round or
closed defense area (Editor)] Nevertheless, it should not be considered that, if this plan had been carried out, Berlin would have been left without a fight. Instead the defense will be carried out along a pattern established in many other cities by forces commanded according to certain circumstances. Meanwhile, in hitler's absence, the Vistula Army Group and
the Commander of the Defense Area will have freedom of operation. When the collapse of the Oder front became imminent, Hitler desperately to close the gap in the line by giving orders to attack. In fact he was forced to admit that the defenders successfully tossed back the invading Russian spearhead; Nevertheless, it will still be possible around April 19th
to withdraw a sizeable army from the Ninth Army to Berlin by leaving parts of the Oder front still on hold. Hitler, however, bluntly rejected the daily request urging the Vistula Army Group {driven by other considerations) that the Ninth Army be withdrawn from the Oder. It wasn't until April 23rd and 24th whether he ordered any troops into Berlin and then only
those of the LVI Panzer Corps, who fought in front of the city gates. By this time the Russians had already penetrated the city at some point, so that positions along the perimeter of the city could no longer be occupied as planned. In the early 20 - 22 April Hitler seemed to feel that the end was near; however, on April 20 he announced his decision to remain in
the city. Later, under the influence of his entourage, he gathered courage once again and tried to continue the struggle by defending the capital and at the same time ordering aid attacks from the west and north. Here again hopes for a shift ahead by Western Allies may have been a motivating factor. Starting around April 23, the city provides a very stiff
resistance. Only after the aid offensive has proved hopeless and a meeting of American and Russian forces has been put in place near Torgau without generating hope-for a clash over whether Hitler admitted defeat and suicide. Before his death Hitler issued a written order to the Commander of the Defense Area, leaving him free to try break-outs, but
forbade surrender. For several hours Goebbels, as a Reich minister still present in Berlin, stepped into Hitler's place and banned attempts to leave or surrender. He appeared to be trying at the last moment to reach an agreement with Russia, offering to give up on the condition that they recognize the new administration in which he will take part. When this
failed, he also committed suicide. [*] [* - Ploetz, Regenten und Reglerung der Welt. Teil II(A.G. Ploetz, Verlagsbuchhandlung fuer Aufbau und Wissen, Bielefeld, 1953). Allied accounts published in the last days in the Reich Chancellory bunker state that Goebbels committed suicide before Hitler. (Editor)] Despite the fact that Hitler's behavior failed to reveal the
slightest trace of any charging of responsibility to the German people as a physical entity, there are indications that sometimes his thinking no longer rationalizes the approximate means at his disposal and the enemy's fighting power is completely unrealistic. On the other hand he's not crazy at all in the medical sense. Until finally he managed to maintain his
authority and power to rule. The idea of rebellion giving up the city without a struggle doesn't even happen to Hitler's comrades, hitler, Their own destiny is too closely associated with him. Beyond the insurgency this circle is completely out of the question because of the extensive security measures that have been taken and because of the thin deployment of
authority. III. The Army's High Command of the Army also failed to prepare an advance plan for Berlin's defense. This may be largely because those in charge want to avoid fighting for Berlin. For Hitler's mind it would be a defeat to take measures to defend the western Oder as long as the German front is still in Vistula. In addition, after the dismissal of
Generaloberst Guderian, the Army High Command was transformed into an existing institution only to carry out Hitler's orders. The Wehrmacht High Command has been functioning at this level for a long time. IV. AD VISTULA Group Vistula Army Group Commander, Generaloberst Heinrici, has developed his own clearly thought plan. Assuming that the war
would end soon after the anticipated collapse of the Oder front, he was concerned first, by rescuing as many German soldiers as possible from Russian captivity by shifting his troops into the area invaded by Western Allies and, secondly, by protecting as many populations as possible from further loss of life and property. From this point of view the battle for
Berlin should be avoided. For this purpose the army did everything in its power. At first the Vistula Army Group agreed with Hitler that all available troops should be committed on the Oder front. In plans for the North and South Kessel army groups saw the possibility of moving the Ninth Army on both sides of Berlin and passing through the city to the
northwest. This is expressly recommended for the Ninth Army. In accordance with these recommendations the army service trains that were not needed in the fighting were actually diverted towards the Mecklenburg area. No doubt the implementation of this plan will be difficult for the combat elements of the Ninth Army, for a Russian attack is expected right
along its left wing, which is the pivot point of any withdrawal to the northwest. The army group made allowances for this earlier by distributing its mobile phone reserves behind the left wing of the Ninth Army, even going so far as to echelon them slightly backwards to the left. (See Sketch 1) If the central and right wing of this army had been pulled back into
the past and full use had been made of defensive positions for delay actions, it would certainly have been possible to save most of the Ninth Army and to preserve the coherence of the army group. On Russia's breakthrough into Berlin taking shape, the Vistula Army Group ordered the Regional Commander Generaloberst Reymann, to move all available
troops is still suitable for immediate action out of Berlin and into the eastern defense position of the city. It's This then it will not be available for the actual battle for Berlin. Penetration of defensive positions will result in the occupation of the city without struggle, and the population will be spared the horrors of the battle. The army group estimates that the first
Russian armored units will reach the Chancellery Reich as early as April 22. However, the measures ordered by the army group were only carried out in part. Only a few thirty battalions were placed on the march, General Reymann explained that restrictions had been imposed by the lack of transportation facilities and the poor condition of the remaining
battalions. Thus most of the security forces live in Berlin. The group of soldiers intending not to let part of the Ninth Army reach Berlin is not frustrated. Without consulting either the army group or the Ninth Army or even informing them in advance, Hitler withdrew the LVI Panzer Corps to Berlin. A request by the army group that most of the Ninth Army be
rescued from siege in the central Oder and pulled south of Berlin was rejected. Instead, orders derived directly from the Fuehrer instructed the Ninth Army in the sharpest terms to hold fast along the Oder. For its part, on April 22nd the Ninth Army had ordered the LVI Panzer Corps to attempt an interchange with the army southeast of Berlin. At the same time
the commander-in-chief of the corps, General der Artillerie Weidling, received Hitler's first order to move to Berlin. General Weidling decided not to go to Berlin, but to try to make contact with the Ninth Army in the south. It was only after the order was repeated on April 23 that he moved the corps to Berlin. After the siege was over, Hitler ordered an aid strike
aimed at Berlin. This will be done by the Ninth Army from the south, the Twelfth Army from the west, and the Vistula Army Group from the north. The Vistula Army group sent all available troops to the SS Obergruppenfuehrer Steiner in the western region of Oranienburg for the attack in Berlin-Spandau. There is also a fundamental difference of opinion
between Hitler and the army. Generaloberst Heinrici maintains that the ordered attack has absolutely no prospect of success. As a result, in estimating the situation, he felt that uniting all available troops near Oranienburg, as instructed, would certainly lead to the destruction of the Third Panzer Army and the Steiner Group as well, since the lines of the Third
Panzer Army had already been penetrated south of Stettin by powerful Russian armored forces. In his opinion the formation of a group near Oranienburg was tactically desirable; not, however, to attack Berlin, but protect the wings in the Third Panzer Army. All remaining available troops, however, must be sent to the Third Panzer Army, to allow its withdrawal
to the west (about 250 250 on foot), or used to extend the protection of the wings from Oranienburg to the intersection of the Havel and Elbe Rivers, as the Russian push to the back of the army group towards Hamburg took shape in that sector. The divergence in viewpoint led to sharp clashes between the army group and General Keitel, who urgently held
the eastern front of the tha army group and attacked near Oranienburg. General Keitel relieved General Heinrici of his command on April 29. The withdrawal to the west was already going well, however, so it was still possible under General Heinrici's successor to save most of the troops by allowing later capture by the Western Allies. V. SUMMARY This
examination from various points of view shows that Hitler and the Army High Command had no unified and constructive plan for Berlin's defense, but that, aside from preparations to consolidate limited resources at hand, defense behavior depended on a certain time on the situation as determined by russia. General Heinrici's point of view could not win,
because he did not have command authority at the decisive time and place. More will be said of this in the next chapter. CHAPTER 3. PLANNING ORGANIZATION I. GENERAL It is a matter of common knowledge that the behavior of the German War is characterized by top-level disorganization, which increases as the war progresses. Various theaters of
war are divided between the Wehrmacht High Command and the Army High Command. Even as the eastern and western fronts began to draw closer together, coordinated plans for the conduct of the war would not come. The Army's Chief of General Staff through the Operations Branch is responsible for operations only on the eastern front, while other
branches also under the Army General Staff - such as Organization, Transportation, Signals, and Brunch Supply and Administration - are responsible for their respective services on all fronts. Hitler seriously disrupted the Army's command channel by issuing direct orders. On the other hand, there is no clear and definite procedure for cooperation between the
various branches of the Vlehrmacht. Lufiwaffe, Navy, and Waffen-SS each operate highly independently to the detriment of the armed forces as a whole. The Todt Organization, and to a lesser extent the Reich Labor Service, followed military direction only within limits. The lack of coordination and antagonism between the Wehrmacht and the Party caused
strong tensions. The cause of this confusion in the distribution of authority, which is an expression of deep spiritual disorganization, lies above all in Hitler's deep-rooted distrust of his generals and the General Staff. By dividing the authority, he tried to keep all command control in Own. This situation is tied to the fatal effect on the defense plan and on the
battle for the capital, seats all the top-level institutions of the Reich. It is a basic military principle that in such conditions all command authorities must be concentrated in the hands of the commander in charge of defense. However, in Berlin, this principle was ignored to a greater extent than in Breslau or Koenigsberg. II. MILITARY AGENCIES TAKING PART
IN DEFENSE Until February 1, 1945 Berlin's military needs were the responsibility of the Wehrmacht Area Headquarters. This headquarters is subject to the Deputy Headquarters, Corps III, and lastly, in turn, to the Replacement Army. The Replacement Army was directly subject not to the Army High Command but to the Wehrmacht High Command. The
Commander of the Replacement Forces is Reichsfuehrer of the SS, Heinrlch Himmler. When in early February - perhaps on February 1, 1945 - Berlin was declared an enriched place, the Deputy Headquarters, Corps III, while still maintaining the function previously assigned to it, was designated as the office of the Commander of the Berlin Defense Region.
Initially, the commander was General der Infanterie von Kortzfleisch; in early February, he was succeeded by Generalleutnant Ritter von Hauenschild. Under the latter successor, General Reymann, the office of the Commander of the Berlin Defense Area was separated from the Deputy Headquarters of the Corps III. On April 19, the Commander of the Berlin
Defense Area was coordinated into the Vistula Army Group. [*] [* - General Reymanns, Colonel Eismann, and Generaloberst Heinrici provided conflicting information as to the date of this change. The date shown here, given by Heinrici, is the most likely because it is based on a diary entry. (Author)] On 22 April the order was revoked, and Berlin was placed
directly under the Army High Command. On the same day General Reymann was relieved of his position as Commander of the Defense Area and assigned as commander of the Armeegruppe [*] Spree. Colonel Kaether replaced him as Commander of the Defense Area. [* - Improvised forces are weak under army commanders with improvised army staff.
(Editor)] On April 23, the commander general of the LVI Panzer Corps, General der Artillerie Weidlings became commander of the Berlin Defense Region, while retaining command of his corps. On 23 - 24 April the Army High Command and Wehrmacht High Command left Berlin; on April 25, these institutions were merged. III. AUTHORITY OF INDIVIDUAL
MILITARY BODIES 1. Wehrmacht Area Headquarters. The Wehrmacht Area Headquarters is under the Deputy Headquarters, Corps III, and consequently under the Replacement Army. His duties include the usual administrative and household duties of the garrison headquarters, as well as the maintenance of bridges, supply depots, and foreigners, a large
number of whom are in It also collaborates in removing debris caused by bombings and especially in cleaning up welfare. To this end the Wehrmacht Area Headquarters has a disposal military police, guard battalions (local security units), several construction battalions, and the Berlin Guard Regiment. However, when Berlin was declared an enriched place, it
was not the Headquarters of the Wehrmacht Area that was accused of defense, but the Deputy Headquarters, Corps III, which was designated as the office of the Commander of the Greater Berlin Defense Area. The Wehrmacht Area Headquarters retains its previous function, with an emphasis on gathering lots of pedestrians. His participation in defense
was a result of his secondary nature, mainly because, with the start of the battle, the task of gathering pedestrians was largely taken over by the Party Security Service. 2. Deputy Headquarters. Corps III (Simultaneously the Office of the Commander of the Berlin Defense Area). In addition to its functions as Deputy Headquarters, the agency is responsible for
the defense of Wehrkreis and the Berlin Defense Area. Thus, after the collapse of the Vistula front, the commanding general - initially General der Infanterie von Kortzfleisch - set up a rear defense position east of the Oder and, when this was soon pierced, another position on the Oder itself. In the midst of his efforts, in early February 1945, General von
Kortsfleisch was removed from office. The reason for this action is to be sought in the poor relationship that has developed between him and Gauleiter[*] for Berlin, Goebbels, whose encroachment on the authority of Army General von Kortzfleisch has been sharply opposed. [* - Official in charge of the administrative region of the Nazi Party (Gau), (Editor)]
General Ritter von Hauenschild was appointed his successor, and relieved of responsibility for the Oder front by the Vistula Army Group. Under his command preparations for berlin's defense began. To have one person perform a double mission proved detrimental, however. As commander general of the Deputy Headquarters and commander of Wehrkreis
III, General von Hauenschild's primary task was to send as many troops as possible to the oder's front. As Commander of the Berlin Defense Region, it is in his interest to maintain as many troops as possible in Berlin. As a result, Berlin's defense received secondary consideration. When General von Hauenschild fell ill in early March 1945, General Reymann
was appointed his successor. The new commander separates The Defense Area and Deputy Headquarters. He himself became the Commander of the Defense Area, while General der Pioniers Kuntse was appointed Deputy Commander of headquarters. The Deputy Headquarters was thus excluded from command in berlin's defense. Tje Staff left town
shortly before the siege. 3. Commander of The Defense Area (After Separation from The Deputy Headquarters, Corps III). Generallertnant Reymann assigned his own staff. His Chief of Staff is Colonel (GSC) Refior. Under General-leutnant Reymann all preparations for defense continued vigorously, although, due to limited means, only makeshift measures
could be taken. The Defense Area is divided into eight sectors, defined by letters A through H. These sectors radiate out of position along the city circuit railway. In each sector, field class or general officer is assigned as sector commander with the authority of division commander. For this it is necessary to fall back on officers from antiaircraft artillery and
home Army units who have no practical combat experience. Even in filling subject or command positions, people with frontline experience are rarely available. On April 23, 1945, just as the Russians were at the city gates, General Reymann was relieved of his post and appointed commander of the Armeegruppe Spree, which for practical purposes consisted
of an understrength division. His removal from Berlin was clearly ordered at goebbels' insistence that his initial favorable attitude towards General Reymann had changed radically. When Generaloberst Helnrici to whom Berlin is currently subordinated, knowing the change, he ordered General Reymann to remain in office because it seemed foolish for him to
change commanders at a time of most acute danger. He was unable to make his command win, however, and General Reymann was forced to take command of the Armeegruppe Spree. With part of this power he was pushed back to Potsdam and surrounded. Meanwhile, on April 22, a new commander was sought. General Kuntze was named first, but for
health reasons he refused. The next major was considered for the appointment, but was rejected too young. Eventually, Colonel Kaether, until then the leader of the Socialist National guidance officer, became Commander of the Defense Area. To this end he has promoted first to Generalmajor and soon therein to Generalleutnant. However, in both cases,
only for the duration of his appointment. This is a unique occurrence in the German Army; but the promotion was a little useful for Kaether, as he led for almost two days. On the night of April 23, Hitler ordered the commander general of the LVI Panzer Corps, General der Artillerie Weidling, under death threats, to report in the Fuehrer Bunker. Generally it
should have been General Weidling shot because his corps had been thrown back by the Russians. Weidling, however, made the favorable impression that Hitler immediately appointed him Commander of the Defense Area while commander of the panzer corps. Panzer. he became the fifth commander of the Defense Territory in less than three months and
the third in two days. General Weidling took advantage of part of Reymann's staff, so in addition to his chief of staff, Colonel (G3C) von Duffing, Colonel (GSC) Refior has been retained as deputy chief of staff. His artillery commander, Colonel Woehlermann, took command of all artillery in Berlin; Lieutenant Colonel Platho, who until then had been the artillery
commander of the Defense Area, was coordinated to him. General Weidling placed two sectors of the Defense Area under each of its four division commanders to integrate permanent local organizations with leadership that has frontline experience. In carrying out this plan, he immediately met the opposition. One valiant but self-styled allied sector
commander, Lieutenant Colonel Baerenfaenger, who had just been promoted to Generalmajor, refused to be subordinate to the frontline division commander in charge of his sector. Such difficulties coupled with the need to immediately hire incoming troop units from the panzer corps at the focal point of the battle resulted in constant change and delay, so it
can hardly be said that the planned organization actually became an operation. The Defense Area command post was originally located in a corps headquarters building in Hohenzollerndamm. When the Russians approached around this on April 25th it was moved to the Bendler Bunker, General Weidling himself felt the need to remain most of the time in the
Chancellery Reich. 4. Vistula Army Group. Berlin is only seventy kilometres behind the main line of resistance of the army group, whose position stretches from the intersection of the Neisse and Oder Rivers to the Baltics and whose front lines roughly follow the course of the Oder. In the case of Russian break-ins, Berlin should be immediately put into the
operation zone of the army group. The protection of the Reich capital was always lying in the hands of the letter. It would therefore be logical to place the Defence Area under the army group from the start. Although this was not done, the army group had hoped that the subordination of such a command would have an effect at a critical time and had asked to
be notified by General Reymann or his chief of staff about the progress of all defense measures. Army groups are also trying to prevent demolitions from being carried out, to save civilians from their distant consequences. General Heinrici reserves his own decision to order the demolition if the Defense Territory is to comply with its orders. On April 19, after
the collapse of the Oder front east of Berlin, the Defense Area was placed under the command of an army group. Then came a group of those who were young. now (then we can never get out of prison) from the battlefield (nor can they be the people who mann mann Troops out of Berlin and into defensive positions. This intention has only been partially
realized. Because the army group could barely handle the mass of requests and decisions relative to Berlin from its headquarters near Frenslau, it in turn placed the Defense Area under the Ninth Army; who fought in the east of the city. However, the army commander, General der Infanterie Busse, refused to accept this responsibility on the legitimate
grounds that in a thick battle he could not concern himself with the Defense Area, especially since the central and right-wing Ninth Army was still fighting in the Oder. The army there rescinded the order and maintained Berlin's direct command. The difficult question of the chain of command might conceivably have been solved by introducing a new army
command (perhaps under the SS Obergruppenfuehrer Steiner) between the Ninth Army and the Third Panzer Army with headquarters in Berlin. Under this command could have been stationed The Defense Area and all troops south of Berlin Armeegruppe Spree), east of Berlin (troops guarding the front defense position and the LVI Panzer Corps), and
northeast of Berlin (security detachment in the area Eberswalde - Oranienburg). This solution will not only require preparation, however, but also contradict the army group's plan to evacuate the city without a fight. The subordination of the Defense Area to the Vistula Army Group ended when Hitler took over berlin's direct command on April 22. Even during
that time the army ordered the Defense Area, Hitler disrupted the chain of command. This was especially evident in General Reymann's dismissal without consultation with army groups and for his protests. The Armeegruppe Spree, which resisted Russian inspushing from the south in the Luebbenau way, was not coordinated by the Vistula Army Group, the
Ninth Army, or the Defense Area, but was placed directly under the Army High Command. A very important intervention with the command authority of the army group occurred on April 23 when Hitler moved the LVI Panzer Corps, which was a subordinate of the Ninth Army, to Berlin without informing the army or army group. This action has the following
consequences: a. Berlin gained an army that was temporarily able to continue the battle for the city. B. The Ninth Army is now detached from the north as well as from the south and thus surrounded. c. The Vistula Army Group was destroyed and the Russians were able to push westwards, north of Berlin, In the LVI Panzer Corps the difficulty of command
also appeared, the SS Panzer Division of The Grenadier Nordland tried to break away from the LVI Panzer Corps, which was subordinate to it, and affected the crossing with the SS security forces , because by direct order of Hitler, and again without without To my knowledge, this division was immediately taken to Berlin. This incident led to the temporary
dismissal of the division commander. 5. Army High Command. A clear decision to determine who will lead the Defence Force has not yet been made by the Army High Command. From the very beginning Berlin should have been placed either under the Vistula Army Group or the Army High Command. Instead, the order came exclusively in the form of
instructions from the Fuehrer. The Commander of the Defense Area was left hanging in the air, as he could not consult Hitler on any details. The Subordination of The Defense Area to the Vistula Army Group would clarify the situation if Hitler and the Army High Command did not constantly issue orders outside the command channel. After the army group
was excluded from command, however, a complete subordination of the Defense Area for Hitler became clearly established. Hitler is now nominal as well as the actual combat commander of Berlin. Except for certain individuals, the Army High Command and the Wehrmacht High Command left Berlin on April 23 - 24. On April 25, the two agencies were
merged. On behalf of Hitler, Field Marshal Keitel and Generaloberst Jodl are now urging the twelfth Army and Vistula Army Group to launch an aid offensive. The contradictory views now revealed led on April 29 to the removal of General Heinrici, a move, however, that could no longer affect Berlin's fate. IV. CIVIL INSTITUTIONS 1. Reich Defense
Commissioner. Together with military agencies, Gauleiters, because the Reich Defense Commissioner is in charge of the defense of the Reich region. They are responsible for all measures concerning the civilian population, organization and training of the Volkssturm, and the construction of field fortifications. There is no clear division of authority between
military agencies and the Reich Defense Commissioner, although they are expected to cooperate. The Army's territorial authority ends ten kilometers behind the battle line. Behind this line, all measures are not purely military nature - even the construction of field fortifications by civilian labor - subject to the approval of the Reich Defense Commissioner. He is
also responsible for carrying out these measures with the help of civilians and the Volkssturm. This dualism has serious consequences. In many cases, especially in the construction of field forts, the Army sought to take the matter into its own hands, while the Reich Defense Commissioner jealously maintained their own prerogatives. The atmosphere between
the two authorities tends to be very tense. As a result, many rear positions are laid out without the slightest understanding of tactical requirements. A large number of antitank obstacles are built, which in no way friendly troop movements that they must be destroyed. Construction workers and materials are drawn from the forces in the field. Much-needed
weapons and ammunition for a powerful young replacement army were stockpiled for use by the old Volkssturm men far back. The Volkssturm, a tactical use that has been consigned to the discretion of military authorities, received orders from the Party even during combat. One report described how during the battle the Volkssturm battalion in Berlin
received orders alternately from sector commanders and Party district headquarters. Since these orders are usually contradictory, battalion commanders are absolutely delighted when the Waa Party district headquarters is destroyed by bombs. Reich Commissioners for Berlin, Goebbels, and Commissioner for Brandenburg, Stuerz, often work on cross



purposes. In one case, without informing anyone, Stuerz withdrew the Brandenburg Volkssturm battalion stationed in Berlin, leaving a gap in the city's perimeter the next day. Goebbels clearly regarded the Commander of the Defense Area as his subordinate. The conversation between the two took place in Goebbels' office. Every Monday a so-called great
meeting of the Council of War takes place under Goebbels. leadership to discuss defense. Those taking part included combat commanders, Luftwaffe representatives and the Labor Service, the Mayor of Berlin, the Chief of Police, the Commander of the Wehrmacht Area Headquarters; The Head of the Administrative District, the leader of the SS and the
higher ranking police, SA Standartenfuehrer Bock, and Berlin's industry representative, Goebbels also issued orders for defense that prescribe certain military measures. His influence on the dismissal of the commander has been demonstrated. In illustrating the dangerous influence of the Reich Defense Commissioner, it should not be overlooked that the
strict utilization of civilian populations provides troops on the ground with additional powers, especially construction labor. National-Socialist terror tactics, combined with clever propaganda, make it impossible for some populations to sabotage the combat efforts of field troops. 2. Hitler's youth. Hitler's youth was led by Reich Youth Leader Axmann, who called
them to battle and committed them to action, partly on his own initiative and partly in a treaty with the Commander of the Defense Area. At 24. April a Brigade of Hitler Youth armed with Panzerfaeustas[*] appeared in the Strausberg region to hunt down Russian tanks loosely. Responding to an urgent protest from General Weidling, Axmann tried to withdraw
this young and inexperienced brigade from the battle, but he was no longer able to get his orders. [*- Panzerfaust is a recoilless antitank grenade and launcher, both In Berlin itself The Hitler Youth fought partly in separate battalions and partly as small units attached to the forces of the field or Volkssturm. The use of the Hitler Youth as a combat force has not
been anticipated, and their commitment is not included in the Defense Area plan. When finally summoned, the Reich Youth Leader and the subordinate Hitler Youth leader faithfully followed the instructions of the military bodies. 3. Other Agencies. Reichsfuehrer of Waffen-SS and Reichamsrschall Goering refrained from exerting direct influence on the
issuance of orders. Both, however, withheld very strong forces around Berlin as personal bodyguards, eventually unleashing these troops only hesitantly and tardily. As a result, they cannot be included in the defense plan. All attempts by the Vistula Army Group to secure blanket authority over these forces were unsuccessful. The 1st Flak Division, assigned
to Berlin, did not become subordinates to the Defense Area until initial contact had been made with the enemy. The planning difficulties inherent in this arrangement were reduced by collaboration with the division commander, Generalmajor Sydrow. On the other hand, little cooperation was received from the SS Mohnke Brigade-fuehrer, the commander of the
SS forces in charge of government quarter security. Only with the beginning of the battle were these forces coordinated into the Defense Area. The Todt organization, and to a lesser extent the Reich Labor Service, in many cases evaded the Command of the Defense Area Commander by summoning their own authority. V. COMMAND SYSTEM The giving
of commands and transmission of messages suffers from the fact that the command system is no longer the same in all sectors with the demands of major battles. Not only the small units, but the entire division, as well as the headquarters of the CI Corps, vistula Army Group staff, and Berlin defense sector staff, were improvised very quickly. There is a
serious shortage of trained signal personnel, signal equipment, motor vehicles, and gasoline. The lack of telephone equipment can be partially compensated, as fighting in the home region allows full use of the peacetime telephone network. However, this advantage is greater than that, due to the fact that the newly created task force and staff cannot gain any
experience in working together. As a result, there is insufficient information at a higher level about the actual situation in the vital sector ahead, and communication through command channels is often slow. Thus, starting April 18, the Ninth Army and Vistula Army Group were not adequately informed of the situation in the northern wing of the Ninth Army. The
Vistula Army group knew nothing about the appearance of Russian tanks south of Berlin near Baruth on April 20. Local along the Teltow Canal was completely shocked to find themselves face to face with Russian tanks on April 22. Bringing up panzer reserves (Panzer Grenadier Divisions Nordland and Nederland) to the offense in the Oder's defensive line
took a short time. VI. SUMMARY A well-understood and energetic plan to institute defense measures and conduct combat can be realized only if the commander in charge of the Defense Area has received uniform instructions and been given over-all authority at a lower level. Instead, it is subject to orders and instructions from military and civilian authorities,
whose varied interests are perfectly appropriate to contradict or inconsistent. This can be further illustrated by the following incidents. General Reymann intended to turn the main east-west road of the city into an aircraft landing pad. To this end it is necessary to remove bronze lights along the road and nearby trees in tiergarten, which have been badly torn
apart by bombs. [* - Charlottenburgerstrasse] To do this General Reymann must obtain Hitler's personal authorization. Hitler gave permission to remove street lights, cottages not trees. While dismantling the streetlights was underway, Minister Reich Speer, who was charged with plots to rebuild Berlin, objected and obtained from Hitler an order banning their
removal. General Reynann was forced to call Hitler again to get another authorization to proceed. While the relationship between the commander and the agency on it is very strained, the distribution of authority at a lower level is even more chaotic. The commander in Berlin has unlimited authority over only a few of Amy's units present in the city. He had only
very limited authority over the Volkssturm, (most of the available defense forces), SS forces, Flak units, Hitler Youth, and the Todt Organization and Manpower Services. He has no authority at all over the population, which carries the greatest burden in position building. Another example would serve to illustrate the limitations of this authority. The battery
commander manned by permanent local forces received a Volkssturm platoon to serve his weapons. However, he was not allowed to give these men orders except during combat, and so was reduced to using persuasy. In these circumstances even a man with a clear vision and conscious purpose generalleutnant Reymann can achieve a little. The broad
organizational picture gives an indication of total chaos. Overlap, confusion, and contradictions in the issuance of orders, changes that precipitate in the distribution of authority, and the constant dismissal and removal of responsible individuals are signs and implying collapse. The effect on combat troops is devastating. Even now all of them by combat
veterans in Berlin talk about total damage in leadership, and much even sabotage. This impression is sure to be widespread. Only what happens to a commander who fails to maintain a fortified place for the last man can be seen in the case of Commander Koenigsberg, General der Infanterie Lasch. General Lesch was sentenced to death in absentia by
hanging; the sentence was delivered to the public in a High Command communiquo and his entire family was placed under arrest. The object of this research is not to accuse or justify. Nevertheless, conclusions must be reached that it was not incompetence - a spart of individual examples - or sabotage that led to the fall of Berlin, but the disorganization of
the command system, brought about by Hitler. Not resigning compliance or attempts by individuals to act responsibly and intelligently on their own initiative can be successful. CHAPTER 4. DEFENSE POSITION I. GENERAL SKETCH 3. INSTALLATION DEFENSE 1. Geographical Situation. The only major natural barriers that effectively protect the city of
Berlin are lake Havel to the west and the Dahme and Mueggelsee Rivers to the southeast. Due to the narrow width of the Teltov Canal to the south and the Spree River and Landwehr Canal in the heart of the city are only minor obstacles. Protection of tanks is offered by canals and irrigation fields located in the northeast of the city. Thus in the south and north
and along most of the eastern wing of the city is almost completely open to attack. Extending around Berlin at a distance of 30-50 kilometers to the south, east, and north are wooded areas where lakes, rivers and canals are obstacles to advancing troops. A very important i6 belt of forests and lakes to the east that runs through Koenigswusterhausen, Erkner,
and Tiefensee towards the old Oder River near Bad Freienwalde. A close network of roads surrounds Berlin. The open terrain consists mostly of sandy soil, easy to pass. The closed approach to the suburbs is facilitated by patches of forest in the southeast and northeast and in most other places by extensive parks. Inside the city confines the burning ruins
and fields of debris resulting from the bombing raids favored defensive measures. Tactical considerations. Berlin was originally to be defended at the Oder. Since all troops are needed there, no thought is given to the plan for protracted defense in the forested areas mentioned above. Such a position would be extended by more than 200 kilometers.
Nevertheless, the forest and lake belt from Erkner to Tiefensee is prepared as a position for defense against attacks from the east. At a distance of about thirty kilometers outside the perimeter of the city the ring of obstacles is to delay the approach of the enemy. All between the Ring obstacles and perimeter of the city is to be strong tactical points. The
actual defense should be carried out along the perimeter itself, full use made of the available obstacles. Even this position extends along the circumference of about a hundred kilometers. At least a hundred combat-worthy divisions will usually be required to occupy it, while the Commander of the Defense Area has. its disposal as an infantryman was only
60,000 Volkssturm troops, a third of whom were unarmed and two-thirds badly armed. In addition there are between twenty and thirty artillery batteries and permanent antiaircraft units of the city. Since Berlin will be maintained to the last house even after losing its perimeter position, it is also necessary to conduct defensive preparations in the heart of the city.
The city circuit train, which stretches over a distance of thirty-five kilometers, offers a coherent line for this purpose. Still further towards the city center, the island formed by the Landwehr Canal and spree river was foretold as a defensive position. If the enemy penetrates even here, then individual buildings, such as the Chancellery Reich, the Reichstag
Building, bendler blocks, and airstrike shelters, must be maintained. 3. Manpower and Facilities Available for Construction. The army of engineers subordinate to the Commander of the Defense Area was commandeered by Colonel Lobeck. Engineers and detachment engineers are assigned to sector commanders to supervise construction workers and carry
out demolition measures. As only one battalion of construction engineers was available, General Reymann ordered two battalions of engineers to be organized from Volkssturm forces trained for that purpose. The construction workforce at hand consists of several units of the Todt Organization and the Department of Manpower, Volkssturm, and civilian
populations. The total number of people working in positions amounts to up to 70,000 on a single day. Although that number seems small considering Berlin contains more than three million inhabitants, it should be remembered that until last countless factories and workshops in and around the city were still working day and night. Moreover, workers must be
transported to and from the construction area every day. The city's rail transit systems and suburbs have been misunderstood and often disrupted by constant bombing attacks. Many distant construction areas cannot even be reached by train, and gasoline for buses and trucks is not available. Efforts are made to utilize personnel from companies located
near the position under construction. Only the Todt Organization and Reich Labor Services are well equipped. Most construction workers have to equip their own tools. A small amount of entrenching equipment can be obtained from Rehagen-Klusdorf At first several trenches and antitank trenches were dug with electric shovels, but their use immediately had
to be stopped due to lack of fuel. Due to time pressure and lack of building equipment and materials, it was out of the question to build a reinforced concrete bunker. Only a small number of mines and barbed wire are on hand. Actual construction plans can be carried out limited in large part to the following: Along the outer and inner rings, trenches with
machine gun placements and break-resistant shelters or adjoining basements are excavated. Most positions have no depth. Roads in all sectors of the city are blocked by antitank barriers. Antitank trenches were dug at several important points along the outer ring. On the main roads that may be used for raids into the city some mines are laid and barbed
wire involvement is hung. Otherwise, it's really less. Rear positions and shifts are built in many places between the city's perimeter and the inner defense ring. Most of these separate positions result from the personal initiatives of local Party leaders and demonstrate a lack of coordinated planning and competent execution. II. INDIVIDUAL POSITION 1. Post
Area and Forward Defense Position. Building a ring of obstacles consists only of erecting road blocks at suitable points, mostly in inhabited areas, along with these, protection holes dug as protection against tanks. Each road block is guarded by a security detachment of thirty to forty Volkssturm men armed with infantry and antitank weapons. All the larger
areas behind this ring of obstacles are set as tactical strong points, which will be defended to the last man. Because the move had no tactical value, General Reymann's repeated protests against Hitler succeeded in making the plan abandoned. Antitank obstacles are erected in every place imaginable (and even unimaginable). Many of these impeded the
movement of German troops and often had to be removed. Some postal area installations have practical value. From the very beginning a weak Volkssturm unit without heavy weapons, reconnaissance facilities, and general leadership. They don't even have contact with each other. Only in exceptional cases do they delay the Russian approach even for a
few hours, In most cases there may be no defensive action at all, especially since obstacles can usually be bypassed. The forward defensive position is inherently strong, as it takes advantage of the lucrative terrain sector. However, the built defense is only found in ordinary field positions. Luftwaffe personnel who had been available in large numbers by
Goering in early April, but who were unarmed and not in ground warfare, assigned to hold this position, this, by volkssturm troops. This power seems to be disintegrating on Russia's approach; not mentioned in the report that seriously fights for the position of defense going forward. Clearly thirty battalions sent from Berlin on April 21 towards this position
could not reach it before the Russians, because on April 22 a column of Red troops was found west of this line, advancing along a vast front. The forward defensive position should have delayed the attacker for some time. This does not happen in large part because of confusion in the chain of command. By the time the advancing enemy reached this
position, Hitler ordered the LVI Panzer Corps to take the offensive. All his troops were in mass for attacks on both sides of the Berlin-Kuestrin railway line, while in the north Russia had a free hand. If the Ninth Army had been free to make its own decisions, the LVI Panzer Corps would probably have been used to maintain front defense positions along a wide
front. At the same time the right-hander of the Ninth Army, who has not been attacked, will withdraw from the Oder, sending as many of his elements into defensive positions as possible to strengthen the hard-fought left wing. The Commander of the Defense Area, for his part, is unable to hold a forward defensive position with the weak power he possesses.
Its rapid collapse largely resulted from a lack of realistic and uniform command systems. 2. Position Along the Perimeter of the City. This position is the main line of resistance of the Berlin stronghold. It consists mostly of continuous trenches, with elaboration on the east and west sides, where in both cases the second position is built behind the first. The
positional layout is as follows: In the south, it runs first along the northern edge of the Teltow Canal; then south of the canal from Llchterfelde to Johannistal. In the east the first position is extended on both sides of the Mueggelsee and then around Mahladorff, the second position follows the Gruenau - Herzberg railway line. To the north, a line of defense runs
under irrigation fields along the northern perimeter of the city past Weissensee and Niederschoenau, then parallel to the Northern Trench (a very small barrier) to Tegeler See. To the west, it stretches along the eastern edge of tegeler see and havel; the first position then continued along the western perimeter of the city past Spandau, Seeburg, Gross-
Glienicke, and Sakrow (for the protection of Gatov Airfield), and the second position along the eastern shore of Lake Havel. Behind this line lies the placement of weapons from twenty permanent local batteries and non-permanently deployed antiaircraft artillery. The following excerpt from a report by the man who took part in the battle describes the conditions
of Berlin's defence first time contact is done by advancing the enemy. Each report describes a corporate sector or battalion in one of the four-quarters of the city. a. Teltow Canal near Klein-Machnov; reports Lieutenant von Reuss, volkssturm platoon commander: Preparations for the defense of the Teltow Line include the construction of work along the
northern edge and the organization of the bridge demolition team. A fire trench is laid out at varying distances from the canal and the placement of machine guns is erected 500-600 meters apart. Each placement is connected to a protected shelter through a communication ditch. The trench leads partly through marshy terrain and greatly disrupts the
movement of troops. The placement of machine guns, protected with cement slabs, was built on the grounds of an asbestos plant. There was no rear artillery placement, although two antiaircraft weapons had been brought into position. A rocket projector has also been set up. The only fully envisaged unit in the sector is the Klein-Machnow Volkssturm
Company, which joins several walkers from the Wehrmacht. The platoon was armed with only one machine gun, from Czech manufacture, which came out of action after being fired only once. In addition, there are assorted foreign making rifles, including even some Italian Balilla rifles. Of further interest is the fact, mentioned later in the report, that at night
after the first meeting with the enemy platoon adjacent to the author returned to his residence for the night and reappeared the next morning. Since the Russians attacked weakly here, Volkssturm forces have been able to hold the sector for two days. B. East sector of Friedrichshagen (Muegglsee); reports Master Sergeant Guempel, superintendant
construction fortification: Sergeant Guempel and ten men from the replacement battalion cadre of the Gruenheide administration unit were in charge after mid-February for directing the construction of the fortifications east of Friedrichshagen and north of Mueggelsee, a sector about three kilometers wide. Labor was recruited from the Friedrichshagen
population and from workers at local factories. As many as five hundred workers a day are provided, trenches are continuously dug and permanent placements are prepared. Construction of the shelter began under the supervision of a building expert from Friedrichshagen, although nothing was completed before the start of the battle. It had been planned to
occupy positions with a force of 250 men, consisting of elements of a replacement battalion and Volkssturm forces. With the Russian approach, the force holding the position disintegrated and the position was left almost unmanned. Only battalion commanders and about twenty-five men offered resistance. The defenders After that Sergeant Guempel and his
group tried to round up pedestrians. c. Sector east of Tegeler See; reports Major Schwark, commander of the factory protection battalion: The position sector is bounded to the left by the northern end of the Tegeler See, from where it extends to the right along the Tegeler Run, also called the North Trench. This trench holds little water and is more of a line in
which to build a fortress than the actual obstacle itself. The position consists of a shallow fire trench, with no barbed wire or mines. Battalion commanders have become accustomed to the terrain and have participated in two map exercises. The position was occupied by a factory protection battalion, consisting of four under a power company armed with rifles,
hand grenades, and several Panzerfaeustes. Most of the people are World War I veterans and because of their service with the plant protection unit are accustomed to order and discipline. Russia avoids frontal attacks, using infiltration instead, especially at night; such tactics are aided by the poor visibility provided by the terrain. The particular problem was
caused by rooftop snipers in front of and behind german lines. Nevertheless, it is still possible to keep people together. When the battalion was almost surrounded after three days of fighting, he withdrew and occupied a new position at wittler's bakery, where the author was badly wounded. d. Gatow Sector; reports Major Komorowski, commander of the
composite battalion: Battalion, as part of the regiment, defended part of the first position, located along the western perimeter of Gatow Airfield, which will be protected against attacks from the west. If the first position is lost, the troops cross Wannsee in a boat lying in readiness to take second place along the eastern shore of the lake. The position consists of
a well-constructed and continuous trench. The battalion consisted of construction and Volkssturm troops, none of which had combat experience. They were armed with captured rifles and several machine guns, and had only a limited supply of ammunition. The infantry is powered by a battery of 88 mm antiaircraft weapons and a platoon of heavy infantry
weapons, although the latter unit has never fired a weapon. Support received als0 from zoo garrison Flak Tower. On the first night of the battle all volkssturm troops were deserted, and the gap was only filled with recruiting walkers. In two days against all defenders killed or arrested. The position along the perimeter of the city, which forms the main line of
resistance of the Berlin stronghold, has little over-all value. For long stretches it consists only of a trench of fire, with no support in front or behind. There is no position manned by troops well and try to battle. Tje Tje Organized makeshift units are inadequately armed and vary greatly in their efforts to fight. It is surprising that in many places the Russians
allowed themselves to be detained for several days by the resistance of some valiant men. Wherever the enemy made a serious effort to push forward, the position fell with the first attack. The enemy did not take full advantage of such success, however, but turned into a hesitant and methodical attack procedure. As a result, various intermediate positions
and switches stop their face time and again. After passing through the outer defenses, the enemy encounters an experienced and well-armed army from the LVI Panzer Corps, which makes full use of the prepared positions and terrain in between to offer strong resistance. 3. Position Along the City Circuit Railway and Deepest Defense. The value of the city
circuit train lies in its offer of clear defensive line defenders. The forts built here are similar to those along the city's perimeter, although due to continuous trenches the hard ground has generally not been excavated. The position consists mainly of permanent individual placement for three or four people. Plans have also been made to fortify the roads behind
the position; in accordance with the available individual means and initiatives. This preparation was described in a report by the former commander of the Volkssturm battalion, Heinrich Bath: The Volkssturm Battalion, held in Charlottenburg-West, was to serve as a reserve for other Volkssturm battalions, which were arranged along the city circuit railroad
tracks. The fortifications will be built along the road behind the front battalion, the reserve battalion has a force of eight hundred men. Weapons and tools, especially alluring tools, are lacking. Many of them don't have the right work clothes. The battalion is under the command of party district headquarters I at Wittenberg-Platz. At the same time, battalions
were also coordinated to military sector headquarters. This situation often causes confusion in command. First of all, fixed and moving tank obstacles are built. The three main roads in the battalion sector are given stationary concrete barriers with the middle section moving to allow for the crossing of trams and other vehicles. Openings are closed after dark
and are always heavily guarded. At night all traffic is suspended. Side roads are equipped with stationary obstacles that completely block vehicle traffic and leave only a narrow opening on one side for pedestrians. These barriers - some twelve barricades, each three metres high - consist of beams and steel girders crashing into street beds and covered with
piles of rubble. To cover the streets, Machine guns are set up on top of the story. The halls are built from basement to the street as a post from which to attack tanks with Panzerfaeuste. The basements are converted into shelters and connected to each other so that troop movements can be carried out under protection. The roofs are also prepared for battle;
sniper posts are established and parts for access are designed. As a result of extensive construction job training was largely ignored, although lectures were given to strengthen morale. Shortly before the battle the battalion received about a hundred rifles. During the battle only about sixty people remained in their posts, a growing number who had returned to
their homes. Many parts of the position along the city circuit train, deep defense, and many switch positions, are made ready in the manner described above. The extent of the work achieved depends entirely on the competence and initiative of those who direct construction. Such works in big cities allow very strong resistance, provided they are occupied by
forces determined to fight. In Berlin some positions were firmly maintained, while others fell into Russian hands almost without a fight. 4. Flak Tower. The Zoo, Humboldthain, and the Friedrichshain flak tower, as well as the flak control tower (no weapons) have been built during the period of airstrikes. They serve as antiaircraft weapons placements and air
defense command posts and at the same time as giant air raid shelters for the protection of your population with their own light and water installations and large supplies of ammunition and food, the structure is capable of protecting fifteen thousand people in addition to military garrisons. During the fighting they are filled with wounded, deserters, and
civilians, so their normal capacity may far exceed. Because of their location and construction, no thought was given to utilizing the flak towers in ground battles. No embrasures existed and no incoming defenses were built. The surrounding area falls within the blind corner of the weapon placed on the platform and terrace of the tower. Nevertheless, the tower
survives very well in the next battle. Antiaircraft artillery played a successful role in ground combat, even on the outskirts of the city. None of the towers were penetrated by bombs or directly hit by heavy artillery. In attacking the Zoo's flak tower, Russian tanks attempted to shoot into the window, which was only protected by sheets of armored plates. Only a
few windows downstairs were smashed; Enemy weapons cannot be elevated to reach the top stores. In the rooms where the shells exploded, heavy casualties were caused by flying concrete fragments, since the walls had not been faced. Defense near the tower is carried out from the field position established around them. Humboldthain and Friedrichshain
flak towers survive days after being completely surrounded. The Zoo's flak and flak control towers also did not give up until after general capitulation. At that time the Zoo tower antiaircraft artillery was still intact, while the Friedrichshain tower had been put out of action by the bomb hit0 Friedrichshain Tower surrendered in early April 30, partly because in that
sector Russia expelled the German population before them when they attacked. III. DEMOLITION PLAN 1. Bridge. Preparations have been made to blow up all the bridges and many overpasses in Berlin. Bitter bickering then arose between those who, like the Commander of the Defense Area, advocated military needs, and those who wanted to prevent
destruction in the interests of the population. Minister Reich Speer, especially, did his best to moderate the level of destruction. That question is significant not only because of the need for traffic routes, but most importantly because the water and the main sewer are lying under the bridge. Speer managed to get from Hitler an order in which a number of very
important bridges had to be saved. The degree at which destruction is carried out during combat varies. Some bridges were only damaged, so they could still be crossed by infantry and, once repaired, by tanks and other vehicles. According to an investigation conducted by Colonel Roos, of the 248 bridges in Berlin 120 were destroyed and 9 damaged.
SKETCH 4. BRIDGE DEMOLITION Only a few overpasses were blown up, apparently due to a lack of explosives. 2. Subway And City Transit Tunnels. The city's network of subway and transit line tunnels can be used for closed movements by friendly troops and enemies. If necessary they can be blocked at various points by lighting already planted
explosives. In the course of the battle tunnels the city's transit line under the Landwehr Canal was blown up, after which it was filled with water. It could not be determined on whose orders this step was made. With the explosion of the Ebert Bridge (east of the Vleidendamm Bridge) the city's transit line tunnel there was also destroyed, although this appeared
to be accidental. Because of this and other explosions, water flowed into large sections of subway line tunnels and city transits in the heart of the city. SKETCH 5. FLOODED SUBWAY TUNNELS It cannot be proven that any loss of life is appreciated due to the flooding of this tunnel, but it can be seriously doubted that it is justified by military necessity. [*] [* -
It has become common talk among Allied occupation forces that hundreds of bodies were later recovered from this tunnel0 (Editor)] The tunnel leading from the Zoo (Bahnhof Zoo) train station to Ruhleben is widely used by troops and civilians trying to get out West. 3. Destruction of Business and Industrial Installations. On March 19 Hitler had issued
instructions for the destruction of what came to be known as scorched earth orders: 1. All military, transport, communications, industry, and supply installations and all real property within the Reich territory that the enemy could use in any way either now or in the foreseeable future to pursue its war effort would be destroyed. 2. The following authorities are
responsible for carrying out this destruction: a. Military command agency for all military purposes including transportation and communication installations. B. Gauleiters and Reich Defense Commissioner for all industrial facilities and other real supply and property. Military agencies will supplement all necessary assistance. Because these measures would
deprive the population of the means to survive, the demolition plan that had been worked on for Berlin was submitted by the Army High Command (Inspectorate of The Citadel) to Minister Reich Speer with a request that he persuade Hitler to change the order. The Berlin supply installation was later excluded from the demolition plan. The Commander-in-Chief
of the Defense Region was instructed to discuss the plan with the appropriate Berlin official, Assistant Mayor Hettasch. IV. The buildup of signal communication provision cannot be done for military telephone networks for defense agencies, because there are no materials or signal units available. Only a few signal personnel are attached to the military office.
Thus the Defense Area was forced to retreat on the civilian telephone network. In addition, the antiaircraft units have their own communication network. While the postal system works very well given the constant bombardment, there is no possibility of efficiently directing subordinate forces through the postal channels, as they do not provide a quick way to
send messages. Defense Territory doesn't have radio equipment. Reports of permanent local unit battles unequivocally indicate that contact with each other and with superior agencies depends on the use of envoys0 Sometimes it takes hours to deliver a message several hundred meters through rubble-filled streets under enemy fire. The lack of means of
communication undoubtedly contributed to the chaos in the issuance of orders for the implementation of combat and distribution of supplies. The LVI Panzer Corps, to the extent that its units still have their own signal equipment, is less flawed in this. V. SUMMARY The entire build-up of defense in Berlin is characterized by a lack of personnel and special
facilities of all kinds. Despite all the efforts by the city's skilled commander, General Reymann, Berlin can only be given a number of field positions Power. It gained real combat value only in the heart of the city, where more favorable conditions were offered by blocks of rubble and destroyed buildings. The designation of the city as an enriched place is pure
fiction. Defense buildup cannot be adjusted to a combat force capable of effective defense, since no such force is available. On the contrary, preparations are carried out only with respect to terrain features; no one asked if the necessary defenders would be available at a critical time. In many places the weak security forces of the Volkssturm provide no
resistance at all. Even if they had shown the greatest courage, however, they would never have succeeded in their mission. Overall, the positions have only a procrastination effect, largely because their existence causes the Russians to proceed slowly and carefully. The resistance russia encountered in Berlin from April 23 to May 1 was not based entirely on
prepared positions. For the most part, the defenders, especially the LVI Panzer Corps, cling to the various possibilities for defense offered by the ruins and ruins of the great city. CHAPTER 5 PLANNING FOH DEFENSE FORCES I. GENERAL Has indicated that the defense forces originally planned were completely inadequate and that it was necessary to
bring in frontline troops to defend the vast city. The planned operation goes hand in hand with improvisation. The resulting organizational difficulties can be seen from the study of the chain of command. In this chapter efforts will be made to show what power is actually at hand. While the complete data is lacking; there may not be a single post including any
unit at full power. In addition to permanent local forces and the LVI Panzer Corps, a number of improvised troops and memorial units were properly organized in Berlin. Units were also poured into Berlin at the last minute by the Army, Luftwaffe, Navy, Party, SS, Police, and Manpower Service. These troops are carried by train, motor vehicle, transport aircraft,
or on foot. Some troops either did not reach Berlin, or arrive in small numbers. Others passed through the city on their way to the front defensive position, while others still remained outside the city and were then forced to retreat. Many groups move quietly out of Berlin to the west. In addition to the division of the LVI Panzer Corps, the remains of other front-
line units were swept to Berlin. The troops listed here are not a force of considerable size, but represent a large number of different unit designations. If it is possible to compile a complete list of all the units involved, a false picture of the situation will result from the difference between actual and official. Consideration should also be given to the true value of
combat. Nevertheless, nevertheless, that the following unit surveys that make up the defense force provide useful over-all estimates. II. PERMANENT LOCAL FORGING 1. Staff commander of the Berlin Defense Area. The staff was established in early February 1945 by the Deputy Headquarters, Corps III, in Building III Wehrkreis in Hohenzollerndamm.
Mentions have been made of successive occupants of the commander's office. Staff formed as follows: Chief of Staff: Colonel (GSC) Refior Chief of Operational Major (GSC) Sprotte Chief Supply Officer: Major Weiss Artillery Commander: Lieutenant Colonel Platho Signal Commandert: Lieutenant Colonel Fricke Engineer Commander: Colonel (GSC) Lobeck
On April 25, when the Russians approached Hohenzollerndamm, staff moved into a bunker at Bendlerstra Artillery Commander had set up his command post in the flak control tower near the Zoo. 2. That, Yolkssturm. Numerically, the Volksturm is by far the strongest component of the defense force. Generalleutnant Reymann recorded his strength in 92
battalions (60,000 men), of which about 30 battalions, according to his report, were moved to front defensive positions. The remains of this army may have been swept back to Berlin. A. Formation and Organization. The Volkssturm was founded in the fall of 1944 under the auspices of the Party by the Reich Defense Commissioner, and was not part of the
Army. Its mission is to protect the back area against infiltration or breakthrough of small enemies and against parachute forces, to serve as security forces for rear guard positions, and to engage in the construction of fortresses. Initially volkssturm troops should not commit on the front lines within the framework of the Army. Their mission can be compared to
the British Home Guard. After the enemy set foot in the Reich region, the emergency situation ahead made it necessary to utilize the Volkssturm on the front line in ever-increasing numbers, although it was not at all suitable for the service. With frontline commitments, difficulties resulting from divided authorities soon emerged. No doubt the Volkssturm was
supposed to be regulated as part of a component of the Army, a plan that Generaloberst Guderian has tried in vain to get approval. In Berlin the Volkssturm is divided into two categories, designated Volkssturm I and Volkssturm II; My Volkesturm only has a few weapons while the Volkssturm II has none at all. The Volkssturm II was intended as a labor
reserve for the Volkssturm I. The use of these forces in Berlin was planned so that my Volkssturm would occupy forward positions - for example, along the city's perimeter - while volkssturm II would be behind along the second position to serve as a security force and as a reserve to replace casualties. This plan was actually followed in several sectors.
Volkssturm consists of can bear weapons in an emergency, but which are physically unsuitable for active duty. They range in age to sixty years and above, the majority are in the upper age bracket. Among the Volkssturm members are serviceless people and World War I veterans. The Volkssturm was broken up into companies and battalions. The unit
commander is appointed by the Party; therefore they are part party functionaries and some are reserve officers. In one case a staff officer who had been dismissed by Hitler found himself a soldier under a commander who had never before held the rank of military. The Volkssturm is organized locally; all male residents of localities or parts of the city are
grouped into one battalion, When not really fighting, people pursue their normal jobs during the day, stay with their families, and take their food at home. The strength of companies and battalions depends on the number of eligible residents in each region; in Berlin each battalion consists of between 600 and 1,500 men. b. Training. Before being assigned to
duty, Volkssturm members received training at the end of the week or in the evenings from about 1700 to 1900 hours unless they were employed in building the castle. Training is provided in the use of rifles and machine guns, wherever they are available. Only in some isolated cases do shooting drills occur. The commanders received instructions and
became accustomed to their local combat duties. A three-day course at the SA training camp is also offered. Training levels vary widely but are generally insufficient. c. Equipment and Weapons. Members of the Volkssturm wear civilian clothes with sleeve bands. Their weapons vary because they are inadequate. Volkssturm troops issued rifles, and to some
extent also machine guns. This includes many European models, among them Czech, Belgian, and Italian. Some battalions are equipped with German rifles. The supply of ammunition amounts in many cases to five rounds per rifle; however, in some cases, the ammunition in hand does not match that of any rifle. There are no heavy weapons and only a
small number of Panzerfaeustes available. Apart from the thirty battalions, which are relatively armed, most of the Volkssturm are practically powerless. None of the Volkssturm units ejected signal equipment. Rations for the Volkssturm are provided by the population even during combat, but this is usually inadequate. Volkssturm troops do not have their own
field kitchens or ration supply vehicles, so outside their own home areas they find themselves without rations. d. The value of combat, against the Red Army troops who well and try to battle, the combat value of the remaining battalions in Berlin is almost nil, in wasilah who is often present. This does not mean that the detachment of volkssturm men does not
in most cases give a gallant fight, When it comes time for a serious battle, however, most Volkssturm only stay at home. In some cases the entire unarmed battalion was dismissed by clearly visible military commanders. However, in places where Russia attacks either feebly or not at all volkssturm units are able to occupy sectors or delay the advance of the
enemy for several days. 3. Local Defense Forces. Schools, Replacement Units, and Plant Protection Forces. a. Local Defense Forces. In early January Berlin organized a number of local defense battalions, consisting of men subject to military service who were not suitable for frontline duties. They were armed with rifles and several machine guns, most of
the weapons seized, and issued small amounts of ammunition. Their mission is to guard bridges, train stations, military camps, and prisoners of war. Some of these battalions were shifted in early February to the oder, while others moved the prisoners of war who had been laid to work in and around Berlin to the west. Only a small number of companies and
battalions fought in Berlin. Their combat value is very little. b. School. An ordnance technician school and ordnance officer candidate school located in Berlin, the Course has been suspended and permanent staff assigned to the city's southern perimeter. The permanent staff of schools in the surrounding area - in Zossen, Wuensdorf, Doeberitz, Gatow, and
other districts - were mostly assigned to combat duties outside Berlin. c. Replacement Troops. The Army's replacement troops had all been deployed in February to build a fresh contingent thrown into the Oder line. But in early April, a large number of replacement troops from the Luftwaffe were stationed at the disposal of the Vistula Army Group. Since they
have no training in ground combat and are unarmed, the latter assigns them to the back position and to the front defensive position. Their combat value is negligible. d. Plant Protection Forces. Large industrial companies and postal and rail systems each have several plant protection force companies, armed with rifles. They were consolidated into battalions
and assigned bo battle lines, where they had little combat value. 4. Warning Unit. Agency personnel and military staff organized into memorial companies. The designation was also given to a unit consisting of convalescents and many pedestrians, who were set up by military police and stray wiretapping patrols. These soldiers are badly armed, and their
fighting spirit is low. Pedestrians, especially, can only be held by the implementation of the Step. Towards the end of the battle thousands of soldiers who did not want to fight were found in basements and bunkers again indicated that it was not an anonymous soldier who fought, but an army that preserved its identity through close relationships with its
comrades and superiors. 5. Waffen-SS. The S3 unit thrown inte Berlin was organized under the SS Brigadefuehrer Mohnke into a good armed force with high combat value and good morale. The brigade, made up of several thousand people, was assigned to the government sector. 6. Permanent Local Artillery Forces. When Lieutenant Colonel Platho took
up his duties as Commander of the Defense Area Artillery on March 19, 1945 he found seven light batteries and seven heavy artillery batteries in hand. All those weapons are from foreign manufacturing. Between 100 and 120 rounds of ammunition per battery are available. At first there were no prime movers or vehicles, but then the two main drivers were
located. Among the battery commanders were three paymaster officials, who were not even from artillery, but only completed a short artillery course in which each had fired a gun once. The weapons crew consisted of soldiers from all branches of the service, some of whom were artillery, and members of the Volkssturme No battalion or regimental staff. The
phone line between the observation point and the battery operated by the female assistant artillery antiaircraft Order is transmitted over the phone through the use of communication facilities from the nearest flak position. No other phone equipment and not a single radio set. The first live ammunition firing ordered by Lt. Col. Platho was stopped for
endangering an observation post. In a short time available artillery commanders Increased the number of batteries to twenty by utilizing dismantled training weapons found at the Ordnance Candidate School, Technicians and Ordnance Officers. Several artillery officers were provided and assigned either for batteries or as liaison officers to the sector's
command headquarters, replacing the missing battalion staff. The German-made weapons crew is made up of former search light operators who have never fired artillery. Ammunition for German weapons is no more abundant than for those from foreign manufacturers. In addition to artillery, several rocket projectors were erected along the way of the most
important approach, while they were fired with good psychological effect, each projector only had enough ammunition for one salvo. 7. Antitank Defense. One relatively combat-worthy unit is a tank dismantling battalion consisting of three companies and equipped with Volkswagens, each equipped with shelves for six antitank rockets. It could not be
determined whether the battalion was employed in Berlin or whether it was transferred to Forward defensive position. Other antitank defenses consist of antiaircraft installations committed to ground action and various means of close antitank combat. 8. Antiaircraft Artillery. The 1st Flak Division, under Generalmajor Sydow, was stationed in Berlin. The combat
base is located at an antiaircraft control post near the Zoo. There are four regiments of antiaircraft artillery with four or five battalions (20 mm and 128 mm weapons). Some batteries with weapons older than Germans and foreigners are made to be used as barrage batteries. Before the start of the battle the spotlight regiment was scattered throughout the city.
The air defenses are centered around three flak towers, located near the Zoo, in Friedrichfshain, and each in Humboldthain. The batteries in the tower consist of six 128-ran guns each. On the terrace of each tower are placed twelve 20 mm weapons. Ammunition is adequate. During battle the flak towers form a vital center for artillery defense. The towers are
connected by underground telephone cables. Other antiaircraft batteries will be deployed along the city's perimeter position. This plan failed in most cases because the weapons were quickly installed in concrete. In addition, the Berlin antiaircraft unit is not trained for ground action. In one case, witnessed by General Reymann, the practice of fire aimed at
targets on Mueggelsee did not even hit the lake. Thus, the combat value of antiaircraft units distributed along the perimeter of the city is slight. In many cases they were quickly oversured by Russian tanks and artillery. One antiaircraft group, made up of two battalions deployed around Tempelhof Airfield and to the south of Tempelhof, kept the enemy
engaged for two days. When the Russians broke through on both sides, the weapons that can still be serviced were detonated and the remains of the weapons crew were thrown into action as infantrymen. 9. Hitler's youth. In addition to participating in battles as flak helpers and in small groups attached to regular troops and the Volkssturm, the Hitler Youth
were organized into their own battalions. Several battalions were combined to form the Axmann Brigade and engaged in antitank operations in the east from front defensive positions. They were armed with rifles and Panzerfaeuste. The total power of the Hitler Youth in Berlin is unknown. In the western part of the city several battalions fought under the Reich
Youth Leader in the radio tower sector and near Pichelsdorf, where they held the bridge. The enthusiastic fighting spirit was only partly created due to a lack of weapons and training. III. The LVI Panzer Corps of the LVI Panzer Corps, commanded by General der Artillerie Weidling, was transferred to Berlin on April 24, 1945. The corps chief of staff is Colonel
(GSC) von Duffing. Other staff officials include (GSC) (GSC) Head of Operations; Major (GSC) Wagner, Chief Supply Officer; and Colonel Woehlennann, commander of the artillery corps. The following units were brought to Berlin under the command of the corps: I. 20th Grenadier Panzer Division. This division has suffered heavy casualties in the battle of the
Oder. His fighting strength and value are very low. 2. Panzer Muencheberg Division (Commander: Generalmajor Mummert). Reorganized in Doeberitz in the spring under the designation of the Doeberitz Panzer Division, the division was later renar.ed due to confusion with the Doeberitz Infantry Division. After severe fighting west of the Oder, the division
arrived in Berlin with only about half its official strength and no more than twenty tanks. It was battle-weary but still fit for action. 18th Grenadier Panzer Division (Commander: Ganeralmajor Rauch). Rehabilitated in the spring of 1945, the division was about the same as muencheberg's Panzer Division in combat strength and value. 4. Pannadier Nordland
Panzer SS Division (SS Group Commander Ziegler). Equipped with volunteers from Scandinavia. it's lower strength and combat value for the Muencheberg Panzer Division. 5. 408th Artillerie Volks Corps. The unit consists of four light artillery battallions, two heavy artillery battalions with Russian 152 mm weapons, and one howitzer battalion with four
howitzers. About 60 percent of the artillery pieces were brought to Berlin with almost no ammunition. 6. Remnants of other combat units, including the 9th Parachute Division and the Grenadier Nederland Panzer SS Division. These units are all low in fighting power and combat value. IV. FLYING UNITS During the first days of fighting in and around Berlin,
German Luftwaffe units acted several times in formation from forty to sixty aircraft. They took part in the operation according to instructions directly from the Luftwaffe Chief of General Staff. V. SUMMARY 1. Fighting power. Numerically, a rough survey of all available troops after the siege of the city gives the following picture: The LVI Panzer Corps equals
about two divisions, the Waffen SS forces become about half the division, and all the other troops in the city become from two to three divisions totaling about four to five divisions. The city contains about 60,000 soldiers and from fifty to sixty tanks. [*] [* - The numbers provided by Russia are greatly exaggerated. General Berzarine, in the revue de defense
nationale, 1951, p.425, had estimated the strength of German troops at 180,000 men. This figure may correspond to official strengths, but not with actual strength in the field. The number of prisoners captured after surrender can be explained by the fact that a large number of soldiers did not take part in the fighting and that at first the Russians took everyone
in uniform, including railway officials, city police, and Labor Service members.] There is no data to estimate the number of ongoing casualties; they are high because of the nature of street fighting. The other forces estimated above correspond to between two and three divisions are mostly shale units of various types. Volkssturm companies, memorial units,
Members of the Hitler Youth, stray parties from the front, and SS units must be found side by side and intersect, without excessive organization. A Latvian battalion in this category immediately went to the enemy. Adjacent units are often completely unknown and just as often unreliable. As a result Russia repeatedly reached the back of a valiant combat unit.
There's no command communication channel. Envoys often take hours to continue several hundred meters through biting streets. There are no heavy weapons, and only one assault weapon here and there or an antiaircraft installation. The procurement of ammunition and rations depends on the opportunity and ingenuity of the unit commander. 2. Fighting
Spirit. The fighting spirit was underpinned by Russian fears and by hope, cleverly nurtured by goebbel's propaganda machine, for a shift forward by the Western Allies and for the launch of German aid attacks. On the other hand, excessive difficulty, uninterrupted extension of fighting, and desperate situations result in fatigue and lethargy among the troops.
Nerve tension exceeds the limit of endurance. Towards the end of the battle the man who still holds a gun in his hands does so either out of a sense of duty or with desperate courage. Many examples of heroic resistance are shown by troops of all kinds - regular soldiers, SS, Volksstunn, Hitler Youth, and others. The number of those who regard giving up as
treason and those who as Nazi fanatics really continue to fight is not at all small. Thus, when the capitulation was announced, the parliament as well as Colonel Woehlermann and other officers were threatened with the death penalty. The behavior of the civilian population as a whole is exemplary. However, some combat veterans report that in the eastern
sector of the city, where there are always large numbers of Communists, some elements of the population are friendly with Russia and even take up arms to fight on the Russian side. CHAPTER 6 SUPPLY I. AMMUNITION According to a report by Chief Engineer Ordnance[*] Schmidt, was in Berlin at the start of the battle three large ammunition depots:
Martha's Depot in Hasenheide People's Park (south sector of Berlin), Mars Depot at Grunevald Park in Teufelssee (western sector), and Monika Depot in Jungfemheide People's Park sector). Before the battle this depot was eighty percent full. Small amounts of ammunition are stored in the Tiergarten area. [* - Rank equivalent to Sergeant Master. (Editor)]
With russia's threatened approach from the north, two-thirds of the ammunition at the Monika Depot was transported by horse team to the Mars Depot. The Mars and Martha depot fell to the Russians on April 25. When questioned explicitly about it, Defense Area Artillery Commander Lt. Col. Platho claimed not to know the existence of the depot mentioned
above. The reason for this cannot be determined by the author. On the one hand, reports of all combat elements indicate a chronic lack of ammunition, which, in fact, is a hallmark of the battle for Berlin. On the other hand, there is no reason to doubt the very thorough and clear report from Chief Technician Schmidt, a member of the ammunition
administration staff, especially since the presence of the depot was also mentioned in other reports. It is possible that at the depot there is no ammunition for foreign-made weapons, which are a larger part of the Volkssturm ordnance and permanent local artillery. It is also possible that these depots were closed until the city was besieged, to prevent
ammunition being diverted to other fronts and that shortly after the siege of the city and the entry of the LVI Panzer Corps (with German weapons) the depot was captured by the enemy. This tried explanation should be supplemented by a reference to the command situation as described in Chapter 3. The lack of ammunition is a practical reality, despite the
fact that well-stocked depots were initially available. This is another indication of incomplete and unordinated defense planning. Many small depots in the heart of the city will serve better than the big three in the outlying sector. II. GASOLINE There are no figures to be obtained for the supply of gasoline on hand. However, it is very limited, that it is not only
necessary to stop the operation of electric shovels but it is impossible to provide motor transport for the movement of troops and construction workers. In certain cases the tank should be dug into position due to lack of fuel. III. FOOD In addition to civilian food warehouses, there is also a well-stocked Wehrmacht ration supply depot in Berlin. Plans for
systematic distribution of this supply are disrupted by the rapid events. One large Wehrmacht ration supply depot is located on the southern bank of the Teltow Canal near Klein-Machnow, outside the outer defense ring. No steps were taken to remove supplies from this depot or to ensure their rapid distribution,, on the contrary, even when the first Russian
tanks were only a hundred yards away, army officials who manage the depot refused to let the rations be distributed to Volkssturm troops on the northern edge of the canal because the certificate of regulatory trouble had not been filled out. By the last time supplies are burned, careful preparations for their destruction have been well made before. In many
places, therefore9 troops are short of rations, while in other cases they help themselves from depots located in the assigned area. IV. WATER Due to the destruction of public water systems, water shortages occurred in many places during the battle. However, it is possible for troops to supply their needs by drawing water from wells and from creeks in the
heart of the city. CHAPTER 7. MEASURES ON BEHALF OF CIVILIANS The exact number of civilians in Berlin at the time of the city siege is unknown. The original population of 4.5 million has been reduced to about 2.5 million by large-scale evacuations of women with children and the elderly, during a severe airstrike in 1943. However, many of the
evacuees had been moved to areas east of the city back to Berlin when Russia invaded the Reich region. Countless refugees fleeing the eastern provinces were also stranded in the city. The evacuation of residents in anticipation of a defense and possible siege of the city was never considered. People are encouraged to stay where they are, as it is
impossible to gather everyone in a safe place. On the other hand, those who wish to leave their own will are free to do so, provided they are not bound by tasks in the office or factory or with the Volkssturm. Thus the population at the time of the siege of the city may have numbered between 3 and 3.5 million. To ensure food for the population of well-stocked
warehouses is located throughout the city. Despite the deliberate destruction by the Germans and the damage caused by the fighting, there must have been a large food supply on hand at the time of capitulation. Although widely looted by Russian troops and freed foreign workers, it is possible for important components of the Russian Army, as well as
civilian populations, to live for months with these reserves, although admittedly the population receives only the most barest of essentials. The report disagrees on whether the face rations for several weeks are distributed to residents or not. Apparently this practical step is carried out in some parts of the city and not in other parts. Even during the battle long
queues of people stood in front of food stores waiting to buy rations. A particular problem is the feeding of about 120,000 babies in Berlin. When questioned by General Reymann about this, Hitler denied There are kids like that in town. This answer is an indication of Hitler's ignorance of conditions in his own capital, which he sees only as seen from the
Fuehrer Bunker. Dr Goebbels told General Reymann that there was enough canned milk on hand and that, in the case of the siege, dairy cows in the surrounding area would be brought to Berlin. He could not give an answer, however, to the question of providing feed for cows. The plan to feed the population was quickly made ineffective by the fact that most
food supply depots were located in filled districts, which were occupied by the Russians at the beginning of the battle. Several provisions were made to ensure the water supply, even after the disruption of water sources, by the construction of wells and firefighting reservoirs. CHAPTER 8. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS Running like a continuous thread
through the chapters above is the fact that Berlin in every way is not quite ready for defense. Nevertheless, the course of the battle in Berlin shows that the battle for and in the big city is very difficult, not only for defenders, but even for far superior attacking forces. The experiences of Stalingrad, Koenigsberg, and other major cities were confirmed in Berlin.
The following lessons can be drawn from the battle for Berlin: 1. The ability of major cities to defend themselves depends not so much on specially prepared installations, but more on the extent to which the city was built. The greater the destruction by fire and explosion in a city, the more suitable it is for defense. 2. All defense planning and landings shall be
placed without reservation in the hands of a sole commander in full responsibility. All higher institutions not necessary for the defense of the city must be evacuated before the fighting begins. 3. The plan must be well made first, so that it can be enforced at the right time. This applies to the construction of concrete forts, manning positions, and administration
and distribution of supplies. 4. The defense force must consist of a first-class combat force. Troops with lower combat scores are not the same as hard roads and house-to-house combat. These troops should be instructed in the peculiarities of combat in major cities - command-type operations, sniping close combat from the roof, and defense against
infiltration. There should be sufficient reserves for counterthrusts and insitution. 5. The following weapons have proven effective: melee fighting weapons of all types; flak against air and ground targets; tanks and assault weapons for counterthrusts and antitank defenses. A sufficient supply of radio equipment is required. 6. It is wise to evacuate the mass of
the population, although a sufficient task force must remain behind to continue supply, clearing of debris, and operation of workshops and industrial companies. This part of the population must be coordinated to the defense commander. Provisions should be made to provide psychological guidance to the population. 7. Strong and efficient military police
service is essential. If the strategic impedity of the battle for Berlin is ignored and consideration is given only to the tactical and technical aspects of the operation, the following general conclusions can be reached: In all areas the plan for berlin's defense is not inherent and incomplete. The main reason for this, despite the total incompetence of human and
material resources at hand, is the absence of a systematic and clear organization, which is the main need in all such planning. Attachment. SHORT ACCOUNT OF COMBAT OPERATIONS I. FIGHTING EAST BERLIN (April 16 - 22, 1945[*] [* - For troops deployed to the oder front, see Sketch 1] Before the start of the last Russian offensive division one
panzer and four grenadier panzer divisions were held in reserve behind the Oder Front. They have suffered severe casualties in previous battles and have not been fully rehabilitated. The two units, the Grenadier Nordland and Nederland Panzer Divisions, consist mostly of non-German personnel. In the period 12 to 15 April the enemy widened the
bridgehead on both sides of Kuestrin in preparation for the final drive in Berlin. (The main line of attack is shown in Sketch 2) It is necessary at this early stage to commit Panzer Division Muencheberg to action. On April 16, the enemy opened a large-scale attack from the Kuestrin bridgehead and from along Neisse in the Forst sector - Guben against the
Fourth Panzer Army of the Schoerner Army Group. Overall the unity of the Oder front was maintained during the first day of the attack. Certain units, however, have been so hard pressed that it is necessary to perform another backup unit, the 25th Grenadier Panzer Division. On April 17 and 18 the enemy managed to make deep inroads into the line, and the
German defence across the bridgehead began to weaken. Backup move pending. On April 18, the 18th Grenadier Panzer Division was in action, followed on April 20 by the Grenadier Nordland Panzer Division and part of the Grenadier Nederland Panzer Division. As a result no effective counterattacks were launched after that time. The LVI Panzer Corps,
which leads troops east of Berlin, could do nothing but delay Russia's advance while engaging in a step-by-step retreat. The attacking wedge between Forst and Guben pushed forward into the open country. Most of the invading forces in the sector turned north, threatening the wings and backs of the Ninth Army and threatening Berlin from the south. To
counter this threat, The Jahn Division, a unit of in the process of being formed from a component of the Labor Service, committed to action by the Army High Command along the forty kilometers front facing south on both sides of Baruth. This is the so-called Armeegruppe Spree. On April 20, Russia broke through this weak defensive line near Baruth,
reaching Zossen on April 21 and the southern perimeter of Berlin on April 22. Some elements of Jahn's Division resigned to Potsdam. The southern wing of the 1st Russian Army Group, advancing from the Kuestrin bridge, swung south against the Erkner line - Frankfurt-on-the-Oder. The army group's center was involved in heavy fighting with the LVI Panzer



Corps, which was pushed back to berlin. The north wing meets the resistance of littie. It reached Werneuchen on April 21 and the next day advanced the Bernau to the Havel River between Spandau and Oranienburg. When repulsed near Oranienburg an armoured slice by a bold movement across Havel near Henningsdorf, north of Spandau, in the face of
weak resistance. To protect the southern side of the Third Panzer Army, which still survives in the lower Oder, the Vistula Army Group previously deployed several security forces, consisting of several police battalions and Luftwaffe replacement units, along the Finow Line as far away as Oranienburg. On 19 April a naval division began moving from
Swinemuende to Oranienburg. Due to the destruction of the railway facilities through airstrikes, only two battalions of this division reached Oranienburg, arriving there just in time to defeat the Russian attempt to cross the Havel. Security forces in this sector from Oranienburg to the border near Eberswalde have been stationed under the command of the SS
Obergruppenfuehrer Sieiner. Since the Vistula Army Group does not have additional forces for the human sector that stretches south of Oranienburg to Spandau, it has asked the Army High Command to provide troops there. At the last command of the so-called Mueller Brigade, scratched together from several battalions of understrength, departed from
Doeberitz. Either this power failed to reach Havel or could not provide enough resistance; however, the Russians managed to gain the west bank of Havel and thus found themselves in a position to encircle Berlin from the west. On the same day, April 22, Russian troops approaching from the northeast reached the perimeter of the towns near Weissensee
and Pankow. Comments. The collapse of the Oder front is an unavoidable consequence of Russia's numerical and material superiority. The available reserves are too weak and even if committed on a mass scale will in the long run have been unable to achieve success. While most German troops fought valiantly, the failure Individual units show that the
morale of German troops is no longer uniformly high. High. it is necessary to take into account not only the materiel deficiency of all types and the lack of virtual air power, but the fact that most older units as well as the new setup unit contain a large number of inexperienced personnel. Hitler believed that the attack on Neisse would be directed at Prague, by
way of Dresden. Instead, the main strength of the attack vase was directed at Berlin. In light of these developments, Hitler heartily ordered the Ninth Army to stand firm in the central Oder over the Vistula Army Group's protests. The order led to the vicinity of the Ninth Army and the siege of Berlin from the south. Security measures along the Finow Canal
proved prudent, but inadequate south of Oranienburg. To ensure that troops will occupy this important sector in due course, the Army High Command should ensure that communication routes with the west remain open. But here, as well as on the southern front, the troops needed less as a further consequence of the establishment of the Ninth Army
company in the Oder. Russian commanders are active in exploiting influential gaps in the line to aid the rapid progress of powerful motorized and armored forces. They correctly predicted little danger of threatening the sides of their spearheads, and the armored dots advanced boldly north of Spandau. Progress in Berlin itself, however, is cautious and
hesitant. Clearly the Russians overeseseed the strength of the defense positions and the number of troops occupying them. The Vistula Army group expects that on April 21 or 22 the first Russian tanks will already reach the Chancellery Reich. Generals like Rommel or Patton won't miss this opportunity for a surprise boost. As long as the LVI Panzer Corps is
still east of Berlin, such an attack from the northeast or from the north will have a good chance of success. Despite preparations for Berlin's defenses, on April 22 the city was virtually powerless against strong attacks from the south, northeast or north. Along about sixty kilometers of the city's perimeter defense ring (excluding the western front, which has not
been attacked), and in positions along the city circuit railroad tracks, those lines are held almost solely by the Volkssturm and other units of low combat value. The government sector is certainly still guarded by SS units. II. FIGHTING IN BERLIN AND BEYOND (23 - 30 April 1945) SKETCH 6. BERLIN ON APRIL 22-24, 1945 On April 23, Russia attacked
positions along the city's perimeter in the south, east, and north, breaking through at some point, and in the east pushed forward into the inner defense ring, where they first stopped around the Friedrichshain flak tower. Forward the Spandau way, next to Havel, they reached Doeberitz on April 23, Nauen on 24 24 and Rathenow on April 25. Pushing forward
south of Doeberitz on April 23, the enemy had cut Berlin from the west at night. Potsdam is also surrounded. On the evening of April 23, General Weidling took command of the city and on the same night moved LVI Panzer Corps troops to Berlin. Immediate division is carried out at crucial points on the battle line. The remnants of the 20th Grenadier Panzer
Division in action in the southwest, the Muenchenberg Panzer Division in the southeast, the Nordland Grenadier Panzer Division and the remnants of the Grenadier Panzer Division of nederland to the east, and the 18th Grenadier Panzer Division to the north and south of the Zoo sector. Indications of this power distribution can serve only as a general guide,
since the position and composition of the unit changes daily and even by the hour. The Panzer Corps and SS units under Mohnke now carry a rigid load of resistance to uninterrupted Russian attacks, concentrated in the southeast, east and north. In the west, Berlin is attacked by relatively weaker forces, but they are still far superior to the defenders. Troops
advancing from the south behind the 1st Ukrainian Army Group had to divert elements against the Ninth Army, Potsdam, and then the Twelfth Army. In the course of heavy fighting, German troops were pushed back onto the city's circuit railways and even beyond it0 On April 30 only the government sector, around Tlergarten and the strip that extends
westwards from the Zoo sector to the Havel River is still held by defenders. Russia uses planned and methodical attack procedures. Heavy bombardment and artillery and mortar fire precede every new attack. The infantry were supported by tanks advancing by singing or in group formation and by an army of engineers with flame throwers and demolition
equipment. Down payments are made by small sectors - street by street and house by house. Infantry took every opportunity to infiltrate through backyards, basement passageways, subway tunnels, and sewers. In this way many defensive positions are pumped from the back or down. At first the defenders took advantage of the prepared position. After being
pushed out of this, new vantage points were found in lots, basements, and bombed buildings. Some of the tanks available are looking for a suitable firing position in the middle of the wreckage or used for counterthrust. So some tanks were dug into position after they ran out of fuel. The defenders fell back for support on a large air raid bunker and most
importantly in the flak tower, each of which was tightly sealed off by the field fortifications. Artillery had to depend on its firing position in open squares, parks and railway courtyards. Towards the end of the gun battle remained very crowded together at the Tiergarten. Tiergarten. Bitter street fighting character and materially broad commitment on the Russian
side led to high power spending. Thus it is necessary to feed the constant flow of new troops into battle. Unlike the defenders, the attackers have such a large amount of power. The German plan has failed to provide for Manning on time from the city's perimeter defense position with an adequate number of troops. More powerful force was needed than was
eventually commanded by the LVI Panzer Corps. After Berlin was besieged and the Russians penetrated into the heart of the city. it would be impossible, even in the long run, to stop the attackers. Nevertheless, the LVI Panzer Corps had enough courage and fighting power to inflict great losses on Russia and to fight for more than a week behind a
continuous extraction line. After the Russians failed to take the city in the first attack before the arrival of the Panzer Corps, the systematic combat procedures adopted by them became prudent. SKETCH 7. CARRIED OUT AN AID RAID, APRIL 28-30, 1945 III. AID ATTACKS (24 - 29 April 1945) 1. From the North. Soon after the Russian break-in in the
direction of Bernau by way of Wriezen appeared immediately, the Vistula Army Group became very concerned over the southern wing of the Third Panzer Army. Steps taken for the protection of the canal line from Eberswalde to Oranienburg have been shown above. When the Russians made it across the Havel River on April 22, the possibility of driving
towards Mecklenburg or Hamburg presented an even greater danger to the back of the army group. The only possibility to counter this threat is to launch a local attack south of the Finow Canal against the inside of the Russian spearhead. On the same day, April 22, the army group ordered the SS Obergruppenfuehrer Steiner to direct such an attack, and for
this purpose was placed at its disposal about seven improvised battalions. The mixed task force was not ready for action until the morning of April 24, 2010 The attack captured several Russian security detachments in a surprise and pushed forward uninterrupted for about ten kilometers to Zehlendorf and Klosterfelde. The Russians then threw stronger
troops at the actors and pushed the attackers across the Finow Canal and hacked their departure lines. The attack had fulfilled its goal by distracting Russian troops who would otherwise have been pushed further west of the same goal achieved by holding a bridgehead in Eberswalde, which was attacked for days by the Second Polish Army. Hitler, however,
saw in the operation an opportunity to lighten Berlin by launching attacks with stronger forces from the north, where he SS Obergruppenfuehrer Steiner to direct a powerful attack on Spandau from the area from Oranienburg. Keitel put repeated stress on this order by appearing in person at the army group's headquarters. For this operation, troops will be
taken from the Elbe. The 28th Grenadier Panzer Division, which had fought near Eberswalde, also participated. Meanwhile the situation has changed radically. In the Oranienburg sector SS Obergruppenfuehrer Steiner, with only one hastily assembled division still ready to help him, stands face to face with Russia. On April 25th the third Panzer Army line was
penetrated south of Stettin by a major offensive and it was necessary for the army to withdraw west while at the same time leaving the Finow Line. The 25th Grenadier Panzer Division was urgently needed to support the Third Panzer Army and thus allow the withdrawal of the latter and it was actually carried out by this group of forward soldiers. The Holste
Corps, coming from the Elbe, had to move at maximum speed to extend the deep southern wing of the army group along the Rhin Line and there stopped Russian attacks directed at Hamburg. Sharp clashes are now developing between the commanders of the Vistula Army Group and General Keitel. General Keitel was considered a betrayal of General
Heinrici's efforts to save at least the remaining elements of his army group. On 29 April he removed Heinrici from his post and appointed the Generaloberst Student as his successor; Generaloberst von Tippelskirch took command until the arrival of a new commander. This shift has no effect on changes in the actual situation. The movement ordered by
Generaloberst Heinrici was carried out, and most of the Third Panzer Army, Steiner's army, and troops grouped under the twenty-first Army along the Rhin River surrendered to the Western Allies. 2. From the Southeast. The Ninth Army, in accordance with strict orders from Hitler, had remained so long in the middle Oder that it was surrounded by enemies.
Hitler ordered on April 23 that the Ninth Army was to go out towards Mariendorf, on berlin's southern perimeter, to join the Twelfth Army for an aid offensive to the capital. This order was positioned on the part of the Ninth Army for freedom of action that it no longer had. Shortly before receiving the order, the commander, General der Infanterie Busse, had
decided to try to break west in Halbe's way to proceed in the same direction under the cover of a vast forest in the area. The army complied with this decision even after receiving Hitler's orders. After a bitter battle, the Ninth Army, with a force of 30,000 men, managed to break through the Russian siege and meet the Twelfth Army near Beelitz April 29 - 30. 3.
From the West. The Twelfth Army, under the command of General der Panzer Truppen Wenck, was originally assigned to area, with the front facing west. On April 23, it received orders to confront and, leaving only the weakest security detachment on the Elbe, to invade Berlin and liberate the capital with the help of the Ninth Army. The army quickly
regrouped its troops and, with three Divisions of the XX Corps protecting its wings, reached the Beelitz-Ferch sector on April 28. There it was joined by elements fleeing from troops who had withdrawn to Potsdam under General Reymann and by the remnants of the Ninth Army. After that the Twelfth Army barely had time to return to the Elbe, where it was
captured by the United States at a time when there was no possibility of continuing the attack in Berlin. Comments. The orders given for the contemplated relief attack failed completely to take into account the actual conditions on the ground. Nevertheless they are very stimulating expectations and will be rejected from the defender's side. After the Twelfth
Army failed in its attempted attack, Hitler committed suicide. With Hitler's death, commanders outside Berlin found themselves in a position to make clear decisions about themselves with the aim of saving their troops. Keitel's unreasonable commands are no longer necessary. IV. ENGAGEMENT IN BERLIN AFTER APRIL 30 AND FINAL SUBMISSION
SKETCH 8. SITUATION ON MAY 1, 1945 On April 30, immediately after Hitler's death, General Weidling received a letter prepared at 1300 hours on the same day and signed by Hitler. It leaves defenders free to try to get out of the city, but at the same time prohibits them from giving up. Because Weidling did not consider the breakthrough on a mass scale
feasible, he allowed troops under his command to leave the city on their own initiative. The order was issued by Weidling of Reichs Chancellery, who has been unable to leave since April 29. Shortly afterwards, Goebbels intervened and in his capacity as minister banned all attempts to leave the city, announcing at the same time, that he would enter into
negotiations with Russia0 Because Weidling naturally should that these negotiations would lead to a ceasefire, he revoked the previous order on the afternoon of April 30. On May 1, when it was proven that the Goebbels negotiations did not lead to capitulation, Weidling hesitated between trying to break through and surrender. On the afternoon of May 1, the
troops received a new order, stating that the break-in would be attempted that night. Meanwhile, however, Weidling has decided to capitulation0 He also revoked his second break-in order and on the evening of May 1 called the commanders who could still be contacted to bendler bunker and told them of his intention to submit the next morning the Offer to
Russia over the radio and by Colonel (GSC) von Duffing as a representative of the ceasefire. Offer Offer made independently of Weidling by Secretary of State Fritsche - each unaware of the actions of the other - became futile. Goebbels, after the failure of his trial negotiations, with which he hopes to be recognised as a minister in the new government, has
again declared the fight to a bitter end. He later committed suicide. The vacuum of leaders, orders and counter-orders, has generated great confusion among the troops. Many combat groups have not received orders that call off break-ins, while others have received no orders at all. Many units, in small or large groups, moved from the Zoo sector by way of
subway tunnels, past radio towers and Ruhleben, to Havel. The break-in of the north bridge at Spandau was made by the force with the support of tanks, despite the huge losses resulting. Detachments and individual hikers managed to escape, but most of these troops were surrounded in open terrain north of Nauen and detained. The handover was
imposed in Berlin on the morning of May 2, though not without difficulty. In many cases officers announced capitulations accused of treason and threatened with the death penalty. Individual combat groups, especially among the SS, refused to surrender and fought for hours, and even days, to the last man. Most of the defenders were taken into custody in
Russia on May 2. Comments. To continue the defense is hopeless and can only cause unreasonable losses among troops and civilians. Likewise, attempts by the entire unit to get out of the city within the body have not the slightest chance of success. That this is tried in most cases only shows how great the fear of being captured by the Russians. [P-136]
[P-136]
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